‘On Difference’ in Mirror for Princes
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Bil ki, ancak iki türlü kişi konuşmaz;
Biri bilgisizdir, biri de dilsiz.

Mirror for
Princesses
Anna Della Subin

Ajanta Caves, aka the Pañcatantra Caves. Source: Wikimedia Commons.

What models are left with us? The hardening of difference under
colonial regimes as a politics of exclusion and annihilation makes
these genealogies seem like wiped-out traces on an old map. Yet the
persistence of stories, from the Pañcatantra, from the Chachnama,
in our contemporary world reminds us that political advice catering
to the upkeep of empire falls with the empire – but stories designed
to make us human live with us.

How do I look?
‘As a poet once said, “Who can see your face in the moonlight,  
like milk in milk?”’1 replied Highly Aged.
O swan-haired one, your eyes have grown faint. But your
wisdom remains undimmed – I am in need of it.
‘Tell me, Princess’.
You know King Rising Sun has asked for my hand
in marriage. He wants me to bear his children, and to
stand with him at the helm of the state. But motherhood,
and guiding the kingdom, will take me away from
my contemplation of God. Even thinking of marriage
distracts me from Him. Yet should I devote my life fully
to God, I would surely abandon the affairs of the realm,
and my obligations to it.
‘“Thoughts cannot solve the contradictions of the soul”, as the
philosopher said. “Thoughts mirror themselves in other thoughts,
instead of mirroring a destiny”.2 But this conflict you imagine is
an illusion’.
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Excerpted from an advice poem
spoken by an older woman,
in which she advises a younger
friend not to rush off to her lover
too hastily. Collected in the
Gathasaptasati, an anthology of
anonymous poems in Maharastri
Prakrit gathered in the first
century ce. Translated in Grow
Long, Blessed Night: Love
Poems from Classical India,
ed. and trans. Martha Ann Selby
(New York: Oxford University
Press, 2000), 145.
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Emil Cioran, ‘The Book of
Delusions’ (1936), trans. Camelia
Elias, Hyperion, vol. V, issue 1
(May 2010): 71.

Except, of course, for two sorts of people:
the mute and the fool.

Wiedz, że tylko dwa rodzaje ludzi nic nie mówią!
Jeden to głupiec, drugi – niemowa.

Untauglich sind zweierlei Menschen, wisse!
Der Eine ist der Dumme, der Andere der Stumme.

The sun eyed the horizon; the earth wrapped herself in saffron
silk and ringed her eyes with kohl. The grey moon waited patiently,
quietly tolerating their nightly games. At her dressing table, the
beautiful and devout Princess Ornament-on-World sat with her
maidservant, a wise old woman called Highly Aged, and gazed
into the looking glass.
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‘Have I ever told you about Solomoniia Saburova?3 She was the
wife of the Grand Prince Vasilii III. Her looks were radiant and charm
poured from her tongue. But for twenty years she failed to become
pregnant. Desperate to conceive an heir to the throne of Muscovy,
she took pilgrimages and potions and consulted with sorceresses,
and embroidered a tapestry to Saint Sergius with her plea. I helped
her stitch when her eyes grew tired. But all to no avail – against her
will, Vasilii divorced her, evicted her from the Kremlin and forced
her to enter a monastery. As they tonsured her, she trampled on her
veil and even called on God to avenge so great an indignity. She was
smacked by the prince’s vizier. Rumour has it, a few months after she
entered the nunnery, she gave birth to a son, but would let no one see
him. Meanwhile, Vasilii remarried and sired an heir, Ivan the Terrible.
Centuries later, a tiny crypt was discovered next to Solomoniia’s tomb.
Inside, they say, was a doll dressed in a baby’s white shirt’.

3
Information on Solomoniia
Saburova (1490–1542) cited in
Isolde Thyrêt, Between God and
Tsar: Religious Symbolism and
the Royal Women of Muscovite
Russia (DeKalb, IL: Northern
Illinois University Press, 2001), 35.

Solomoniia
Yuryevna Saburova
Source: ikona33.ru

Blessed Be the Host of the Heavenly Tsar (alternatively known as Church Militant). Russian icon, ca. 1550–60,
from the Uspensky Cathedral in the Moscow Kremlin, representing the fall of Kazan. Source: tretyakovgallery.ru

Grand Prince
Vasili III Ivanovich

Grand Prince of Moscow,
ruler from 1505 to 1533.
Source: glazo.livejournal.com

Niemowa język ma uwiązany,
A głupiec słów swych nie jest w stanie ukryć.

‘Coerced into otherworldliness, even in her social isolation
Solomoniia’s obligations to the state, as befitting her royal rank,
did not end. Her story was swiftly rewritten: she had renounced her
conjugal right for the sake of the perpetuation of the grand prince’s
line. Or she had begged Vasilii to let her leave the palace, claiming
that courtly life had become a distraction from God. As a nun,
Solomoniia inhabited a new role in the state: that of intercession with
God for the prosperity of the prince and his realm. Her newfound –

The appearance of the Virgin to St Sergius of Radonezh,
red embroided drapery. Source: pravoslavie.ru

though unwanted – spiritual fecundity was a political responsibility that
lasted long beyond her death. From the afterlife, Solomoniia divinely
sanctioned the Muscovite autocracy. She was known for her miracles:
once, she appeared to a marauding Lithuanian warlord in a nightmare,
where she burned his right hand with a candle. The vision paralysed
him, and the region was saved from invasion. After capturing the city
of Kazan, a victory against the Tatars, Ivan the Terrible – that heir
another woman had borne – visited Solomoniia’s relics to offer thanks.
She had become a saint in spite of herself’.
‘Despite her infertility – and her unseeded faith – Solomoniia
incarnated both the divine spirit and the state. You see, my dear
Ornament, the womb of a princess always conceives twins’.

Saint Sergius

Source: kopsidas.com
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The mute cannot speak because his tongue is tied;
the fool cannot conceal his words,
and therefore ought to keep his mouth shut.

Der Stumme ist von Natur aus verschlossen,
Seine Zunge redet nicht.
Der Dumme ist so beschaffen,
Dass seine Zunge die Worte nicht verbirgt.

The Curious Case Of
Solomoniia Saburova

Dilsizin dili konuşmaz;
Bilgisizin dili de sözünü gizleyemez.
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Des dummen Zunge muss verhalten werden,
Wissende sind wie fliessende Bäche, nur Mächte halten sie auf.

Highly Aged, your genius is like rosewater mixed with
camphor and musk – its fragrance cannot remain hidden.
But what a sad story you tell! What a sorry lot befell this
princess. Unable to have children, used by the state that
abandoned her and by the orthodoxy she did not want to
take up…
‘Her life was tragic, it is true. But perhaps Solomoniia is having the last
laugh. Isn’t the ultimate aim of stately life to create an immortal name
for yourself? As the old sage Yūsuf Khāss Hājib said, the man with
renown does not die when he dies, no matter how long he rots in the
black earth’s folds. “Seek not life, seek a good name, for as long as you
have that you are alive and smiling”.4 The improbably good name of
Solomoniia Saburova lives on’.
Lost in thought, the Princess glanced upwards, her
eyelashes as curled as a question mark. In a letter to
me, King Rising Sun confided that he’s grown weary of
handling the affairs of the realm by himself and that he
desires a son. But what about me? Can motherhood itself
be a form of statecraft?

4

Cited by Yūsuf Khāss Hājib
in Kutadgu Bilig, ca. eleventh
century. Wisdom of Royal Glory
(Kutadgu Bilig): A TurkoIslamic Mirror for Princes,
trans. Robert Dankoff (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press,
1983), 232.

‘O Princess, my cheeks that haven’t blushed in centuries are reddened
in your service’, Highly Aged replied. ‘Gods may hatch from lotuses
and sea foam and the footprints of greater gods, but kingdoms are born
and managed by mothers. In Egypt, within only a few decades, mothers
gave rise to two kinds of governments – a colonial regime and then
a nascent nation…’.

Głupiec winien mieć usta zawsze zamknięte,
Mędrzec język swój winien trzymać na wodzy.

A Mammary Politic
‘When the British conquered the country, they pointed to the lives
of its princesses as one of the reasons why Egypt was entirely unfit to
govern itself.5 The reports of European travellers who had penetrated
the Khedive’s palace, muddled with tales from the Thousand and One
Nights, told of captive, cloistered harem girls, playthings of despots,
who lived pampered and perverse existences in clouds of twisted
smoke. Besotted and outraged, the British surmised that the harem
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Lisa Pollard, Nurturing the
Nation: The Family Politics of
Modernizing, Colonizing, and
Liberating Egypt, 1805–1923
(Berkeley: University of
California Press, 2005).
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My dear Highly Aged, the Princess chimed in, I don’t
imagine the King will expect me to maintain harmony
in the realm by reorganising the palace kitchens.

The marriage of the Khedive’s sister, the bride’s procession forming in the interior

There is much need for wise men who guard their throats and tongues:
their benefit is a flowing river.

of the Harem. The Graphic (London), Saturday, March 2, 1895; Issue 1318.

was having a pernicious effect at the highest levels of government.
In this mysterious hothouse, mothers were raising generations of
indolent sons who were ill-suited to rule. The British used it to justify
their open-ended stay in Egypt, as a way of saving the Egyptians
from themselves. And so Egypt’s quest for self-rule began with
the transformation of household affairs’.
‘Nationalism took on a mommying tone: mothers, it was argued, were
the best conveyers of the values of the revolution, as they, above all,
forge the morals of their children. This began at the breast. As a Turkish
proverb goes, “If good character enters a man with his mother’s milk,
it does not depart until death takes hold”.6 Or Rousseau: “Let mothers
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Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Emile,
or On Education, trans. Allan
Bloom (New York: Basic Books,
1979), 46.

Carton of ‘Lactagol’, by
E.T. Pearson & Co., Ltd.,
English, 1920-1955. London
Road, Mitcham. Source:
Science Museum, London,
United Kingdom.

Des Wissenden Worte sind wie Wasser für die Erde,
Lässt man Wasser zur Erde fliessen,
So spriesst Reichtum hervor.

Designed in the 1868, the Gezirah Palace, also known as the
Khedive’s Palace, was one of the Egyptian royal palaces of
the Muhammad Ali Dynasty. Today it goes by the no less ornate
moniker: Cairo Marriott Hotel & Omar Khayyam Casino.
Courtesy The Metropolitan Museum of Art, OASC licence.

deign to nurse their children, morals will reform themselves”.7
Advertisements for Lactagol baby formula, antitoxin to the sins of
the ancient regime, urged mothers that their most sacred duty was to
raise healthy sons for the nation. I saw a cartoon in the paper depicting
Mother Egypt, a chic, veiled woman in high heels, sitting on the back
of the Sphinx and breastfeeding an infant Bank Misr, the newly founded
national bank. Jealous siblings – foreign banks – with nefarious
intentions stalk the baby, but, nursed on his mother’s milk, he will live.
And if the home were well organised and clean, the baby would thrive.
The idea spread of mamlaka fil bayt, or “home as kingdom”: order
in the pantry, like a little Platonic republic, assured order, health and
flourishing at every level of the nation’.

Colonel Ahmed ‘Urabi

or Orabi, also known as
Ahmad Arabi, Arabi Pasha
and ‘El Wahid’ (the Only One),
led the uprising against
the Khedive Tewfik Pasha.
Source: archiv.ucl.cas.cz

‘The baby will live if he continues to nurse from the breast of his mother’.
6

Cited in the Kutadgu Bilig, 68.

Illustration by Al-Lata’if al-Musawwara from the book Nurturing the Nation: The Family Politics
of Modernizing, Colonizing, and Liberating Egypt, 1805–1923, by Lisa Pollard.
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Słowa mędrca są jak woda dla gleby,
Tam, gdzie ziemię nawodni, przynosi dostatek.

Bilgisizin dili daima kilitli olmalı;
Bilgili kişi de diline hakim olmalı.
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You Will Be Will Be Will Be
For ever

so that

Be NoT

Be Not

Be Not
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What a ghoulish sight! I don’t understand,
O wizened one. How could a hug strangle an army?

But when the wise man speaks, he keeps his tongue under control,
and his words are like water to the earth, causing blessings to spring up wherever he lets them flow.

‘Mothers birth the nation, but they may also breed dissent. “A good
mother is more beneficial to the species than a good man, and a corrupt
woman is more damaging than a corrupt man”,9 as an Egyptian feminist
once declared. A father might discipline with physical punishment. But
mothers can indoctrinate their children into seditious beliefs by giving
or withholding that most potent force of all…’.
O Highly Aged, how could one not just burst with love,
like a ganglion of lightning? exclaimed the princess,
allowing a daydream of motherhood to flicker past her
emerald eyes.
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A hymn to Kali by the Bengali
poet Kamalakanta Bhattacarya
(1769–1821) in Singing to the
Goddess: Poems to Kali and
Uma from Bengal, trans. and
ed. Rachel Fell McDermott
(Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2001), 36.
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Qasim Amin (1863–1908),
a man often referred to as
‘the Arab world’s first feminist’.
See Qasim Amin, ‘The New
Woman’, trans. Raghda el-‘Essaqi
and Lisa Pollard, (unpublished
ms. Cairo, 1995), 9. Qasim Amin,
cited in Pollard, Nurturing
the Nation, 159.

Indoctrinate with Love

Egyptian jurist Qasim Amin
(1863–1908) doing his best
Marcel Proust. One of the
founders of the Egyptian
national movement and Cairo
University, Amin returned to
Cairo after a stint studying in
France, determined to change
the condition of women in his
native country. Courtesy AFP.
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‘Sublime Ornament’, her seasoned maid replied, ‘this very same
thing once terrified a great nation. It was called Momism – a fear
of the soft power of Mom that gripped America. During the Second
World War, when millions of women entered the workplace for the first
time and occupied jobs once filled by men, there was the sense that
masculinity itself was under threat. A crank called Philip Wylie wrote
a bestselling book that, ridiculous as it was, became taken seriously
in high circles.10 According to his theory of evolution, every female
is a princess until she mates. Then, she smotheringly presides over a
collectivist society, like a queen ant. Liberated from the household tasks
of preindustrial women, Wylie surmised that Mom had way too much
time on her hands, which she spent in getting her sons and husbands
117
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Philip Wylie, Generation of
Vipers (New York: Pocket Books,
1942). The American Library
Association selected Generation
of Vipers as one of the best
nonfiction works of the first
half of the twentieth century.

Des Wissenden Worte nehmen nicht ab,
Des fliessenden Flusses Wasser nimmt nicht ab.

She creates and she destroys:
Her navel is a lotus swaying
inside a lake, where water lilies
bloom into breasts. Her thick hair
streams down Her body, a garland of heads
hanging around Her neck. Even those earrings
children’s corpses
look stunning against the Mother’s ears’.8

‘Fiction is the essence of statecraft, O sparkling Ornament. Like
conjuring the most fantastical fairy tale, politics is an act of creation
that brings a subject into existence. And so fiction becomes fact. All
this maternal talk generated a feeling that Egypt was a family, a natural,
self-determining unit, and eventually, it became just that. Moreover,
the love of country it gave rise to was real – and crucial. What else
could ever compel a people to follow the laws of the land, to fight and
to die for it, all for a fable? You see, my cherished gem, why mothers
are so vital to statesmanship, as they, above all, deal in love. But one
must tread with care. As the love-struck poet sang,

Słów człowieka mądrego nigdy nie jest dosyć,
Ani czystej wody źródlanej nie może zabraknąć.

Bilgilinin sözü toprak için su gibidir;
Su akıtılınca yerden nimet çıkar.
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‘Wylie proclaimed Mom the third point in an American trinity, with
Bible and Flag’, Highly Aged continued. ‘It’s funny how, attempting
to demonise mothers, he truly apotheosised them’.

12

From the Gathasaptasati, in
Selby, Grow Long, Blessed
Night.

The words of the wise and the water of a clear-flowing spring are never lacking.

I fear I’ve done the same with my own mother, Drone-onWorld, the princess replied. You know how we’ve never
got along. But now as I’m about to marry the king, I feel
I need her blessings, not only for my own sake but that of
the realm… Do you think it is strange?
‘It may be, O Princess, that politics is just not practicable without
the divine spirit. The state is simply a mixture of everyone’s particular
self-interests. What can bind it together and elevate the people to
strive for some sort of greater public good? In Solomoniia’s case,
the authority of the monarchy was sacralised by the Orthodox Church.
Communist regimes give rise to cults of charismatic leaders. Or in
a democracy, civil religion seeps in. As Eisenhower said to me, “Our
form of government has no sense unless it is founded in a deeply
felt religious faith – and I don’t care what it is”.13 Every realm needs
something, anything, to sanctify it. It might even be your mother’.

We Can Do It! ‘The wrinkles of a nation are as visible as those of an individual’, wrote Emil Cioran,
image by J.H. Miller. Source: National Museum of American History.

to adore her. Her instruments of indoctrination included hugs, pies
of various fruits, and guilt, but above all, “that lion crouching on the
threshold”, the tongue. Mom was “all tongue and teat and razzmatazz”.
But she, terrifyingly, was the one teaching her children language’.
‘“Men should either be caressed or crushed”, as Machiavelli said.11
Mom was doing both. Edward Strecker, the president of the American
Psychiatric Association, declared that the millions of men who had been
rejected or discharged from the army during WWII were the creations
of overbearing mothers. Mom posed a threat to national security.
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Niccolò Machiavelli, The
Prince, trans. Quentin Skinner
and Russell Price (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press,
2003), 9.

O Highly Aged, you are the lamp in the fading light.
But something troubles me: in the quest for power,
it seems so easy to harness the divine for my own
advancement in this world. But then I will surely ruin
my chances of paradise in the next. How can I have it all?
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Enola Gay

The namesake of the airplane
that dropped the bomb on
Hiroshima during WWII,
Mrs. Enola Gay Tibbets was
a Sagittarius – the sign of the
archer, or those who take aim.
Source: Wikimedia Commons.

Die Weisen gleichen einem Quellenlande,
Wasser sprudelt empor, wo auch des Mannes Fuss einsinkt.

Love’s ways are like this:
as curled as the tendrils
of a new cucumber.12

13

Dwight D. Eisenhower, ‘Address
at the Freedoms Foundation’
(Waldorf-Astoria, New York,
22 December 1952).

Mędrcy są jak bagnista ziemia,
Gdziekolwiek postawią nogę, tam woda tryska.

Bilgili kişinin sözü eksilmez;
Akan duru pınarın suyu kesilmez.

As Cold War hysteria hit, American mothers were held responsible
for keeping the communist plot out of the home. But who could tell
whether they weren’t the ones stirring it? Wylie was an adviser to the
Atomic Energy Commission and advocated for the H-bomb, arguing
that nuclear armament was the best way to eradicate Momism.
But even Enola Gay had been someone’s mother. As the poet said,
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Bilgeler sulak yerlere benzer;
Nereye ayak vururlarsa oradan su çıkar.

Carnal Selfie
‘O pious jewel, have you ever heard of Rabi‘a al-Adawiyya?
She used to walk down the streets of Basra in the eighth century,
holding a pitcher of water in one hand and a flaming torch in the other.
When people asked what she was doing, she would say, “I am going to
quench the fires of hell and burn down paradise. For people should not

Wise men are like marshy soil:
wherever one steps, water bubbles forth out.

Rabi’a al-Adawiyya The
poet Attar sang her praises:
‘If all women were like the one
we have mentioned, / Then
women would be preferred to
men. / For the feminine gender
is no shame for the sun, / Nor
is the masculine gender an
honor for the crescent moon!’
Courtesy Javaz at British
Library.

worship from fear of punishment or hope of reward, but only for love
of God”.14 When her arm became tired, she would make me hold the
jug. Princess, you must think of paradise as Rabi‘a did, as a purely
spiritual state – that of complete union with God. Heaven is like being
milk in milk. To get there, you must obliterate your carnal self, the
wayward, hungry nafs. It is one of the three things that are bad when
120

Another response altogether
to the ills of patriarchal society,
the Albanian sworn virgins
take a vow of chastity in order
to enjoy the lifestyle and
benefits of men, which includes
carrying a gun or hanging out
with other men in cafés all day
while women do the brunt of
the work. Sources: Jil Peters
(left). Edith Durham/Royal
Anthropological Institute (right).
14

This is my own wording of this
often told / reimagined story of
the Sufi saint Rabi’a. See also
Margaret Smith, Rabi‘a the
Mystic and Her Fellow Saints
in Islam (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1928).

‘Recite after me: “The country of I and We forsake; thy home in
Annihilation make”, as the martyred poetess16 sang. Rabi‘a lived
there, sleeping with a brick as a pillow. Her austere hut was like a
marsh made from her tears. She depended entirely on God for her
subsistence. When, after days of fasting, she was cooking a meal for
herself and needed an onion, a bird flew overhead and dropped one into
her frying pan, already peeled. Many sought her hand in marriage but
she rejected them all. It’s said that when Hasan of Basra proposed to
her, Rabi‘a replied: “The contract of marriage is for those who have a
material existence. But I have ceased to exist and have passed out of
Self. My existence is in Him, and I am altogether His”.17 How’s that
for a rejection, O Princess? When she went on hajj, the Ka‘ba got up
and walked over to meet her along the way. But although Rabi‘a lived
in celibacy and extreme solitude, many have followed her path while
remaining in societal life. At worst, you can consider your marriage
to King Rising Sun as a purgative of sorts for the soul, a training in
patience, which is one of the steps on the way. But maternity will be
for your spiritual benefit. As the Prophet said, “Paradise lies at the
feet of mothers”’.
You are truly the zephyr that wafts from the east and
opens the way to the hereafter. But I don’t see how, in my
daily life, I could practice this. How could I annihilate
my self and then put the children to bed?
‘The beguine Marguerite Porete imagined it as an act of decreation –
a metaphysical one – requiring seven steps. “One must crush oneself,
hacking and hewing away at oneself to widen the place in which
Love will want to be”, she advised in The Mirror of Simple Souls.18
“Love dares the self to leave itself behind”, as the poet sang.19 When
one has become utterly empty of will, into the void the numinous spirit
floods in. In this state of nothingness, Marguerite wrote, “God of his
divine majesty sees himself in her, and by him this Soul is so illumined
that she cannot see that anyone exists, except only God himself, from
whom all things are”.20 The soul becomes the place for the deity’s
122
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Cited by Yūsuf Khāss Hājib
in Kutadgu Bilig.
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The Iranian poet and theologian
Fatimah Baraghani, also called
Táhirih. She was executed for
her Bábi faith in Tehran in 1852,
wearing a bridal dress.

infinite self-reflection: God’s mirror. And as the place where God sees
God, the soul herself becomes God. So the obliteration of the self is
actually a process of deification, a bit like what happened to Solomoniia
in her barrenness. Marguerite Porete was burnt at the stake for heresy.
But as Al-Kalabadhi said, “He is burnt who feels the fire, but he who
is fire, how shall he be burnt?”’21

21

Smith, Rabi‘a the Mystic.

17

A story of Rab‘ia told in Attar’s
Memoir of the Saints (Tadhkirat
al-Awliya), ca. 1200. Cited in
Smith, Rabi‘a the Mystic.

LE miroir
des Âmes simples
et anéanties
ET QUI SEULEMENT DEMEURENT
EN VOULOIR ET
DÉSIR D’AMOUR

In her work on Sappho, the classicist and poet
Anne Carson wonders whether it is a
coincidence that the Greek poets who first sang
of Eros were also the first to leave poems in
written form, following the development of the
alphabet in the 7th and 6th centuries BCE. “To put
the question more pungently, what is erotic about
alphabetization?” she asks. Copyright Jeff Brown,
published in The New York Times.

marguerite porete

The Mirror of Simple
Souls is an early 14th-century

work of Christian mysticism
by Marguerite Porete. The full
title lets slip the love mysticism
shared by Christianity and
Islam in medieval times.
Source: Éditions Albin Michel.
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Marguerite Porete, The Mirror
of Simple Souls, trans.
Edmund Colledge, Judith Grant,
J.C. Marler (Indiana: Notre Dame
Press, 1999), 142.
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Anne Carson, Decreation
(New York: Knopf, 2005), 162.
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Porete, Mirror, 145–46.

You are the mirror for this simple soul, the princess
marvelled. But I cannot help but wonder, if all people
took up such a path, how could the state continue
to exist? Would the kingdom dissolve into chaos?
‘It’s true, princess, all government and even ecclesiastical authority
would be totally subverted. I am old and my hair is like the feathers
of a seagull. But perhaps there is a way for the realm to still hold
together. The way forward, I think, is as a great sage once said:
“Man is called to become in the image of an angel”’.22
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Norman O. Brown, The
Challenge of Islam (Santa Cruz:
New Pacific Press, 2009), 98.

But fools’ hearts are like a sandy waste:
though a river flow into it, it does not fill up and vegetation cannot take root.

Serce głupca podobne jest do piaszczystej pustyni,
Nawet jeśli przepływa tam rzeka, to ni trawa ni zboże nie wyrośnie.

Des Unwissenden Sinn gleicht einer Sandsteppe,
Fliesst auch ein Fluss hinein, vermag er sie nicht anzufüllen, Pflanzen wird es nie geben.

they are fat, according to the old sage Yusuf, along with your falcon
and your dog. As he put it, “if your carnal self gets a thick neck like
a camel stallion, it will drag you wailing to the Fire”’.15
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Bilgisiz kişinin gönlü kumsal gibidir;
Nehir aksa olmaz, orada ot ve yem bitmez.
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‘New motto: New Nazareths in us.25 The angel is born not in the
womb but in an epiphany, through vision. Existing first in the eye, it
transfigures us. “I have attained to that which I beheld”, spoke Rabi‘a
from the afterlife to her friends in their sleep’.

25

Gerard Manley Hopkins,
‘The Blessed Virgin Compared
to the Air We Breathe’, “God’s
Grandeur” and Other Poems
(New York: Dover Editions,
1995), 39.

One of the top execs at Facebook, Sheryl Sandberg has spoken publicly about her struggles with
impostor syndrome. This psychological condition common among women – with its conviction that the
world is an illusion and the self a fraud – may actually bring her closer to achieving bodhisattva-hood.
Photo by Yonhap/EPA, via Landov.

Angelomorphosis

Source: Wikimedia Commons.

Angelomorphosis
The wise old woman paced back and forth on the jaguar-skin carpet.
‘O Princess, struggling to balance the demands of their careers,
families, marriages and faiths, while ever striving to break the glass
ceiling, women are often told that perfectionism is what holds them
back. As one of the world’s most powerful women writes, “Aiming
for perfection causes frustration at best and paralysis at worst”.23
She embraces the motto Done is better than perfect, and encourages
women to let go of unattainable standards. Indeed, my dear Ornament,
perfection is impossible: there is no such thing as a perfect princess.
But we must reach towards something even greater. Not perfection
but angelomorphosis. The princess must strive to become the arched,
perfectly groomed brow on the eyes of this world and the next.
It’s an unrealisable, infinite demand. But attempting to live up to
the impossible divides us from ourselves, puts us opposite ourselves,
and suddenly we can see our reflections, as in the glass. It’s in the mirror
that the angel is seen; we become what we behold. And as an apostle
once said, “If men were angels, no government would be necessary”’.24
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‘“Do they dye their wings after Forever, tinting their haloes,
aging zero without Time, those androgynous angels?”26 It came to
Louis Massignon wearing the phosphorescence of a fish.27 For Ibn
‘Arabi, the angel arrived as a woman. He was walking around the
Ka‘ba when he met a girl, “a divine initiatrix” with an astral aura,
who, speaking with unwavering authority, revealed the secrets of love.28
No woman more beautiful, more spiritual, more subtle, said Ibn ‘Arabi,
than this Nizam Ayn al-Shams, “Eye of the Sun”. God is seen more
perfectly in the form of a woman than a man, he declared. As for the
Ka‘ba, it appeared to hover above the ground, lifting the skirts of its
robe like a girl about to jump’.

26

From ‘Angels’ by Agha Shahid
Ali (1949–2001). In The Veiled
Suite: The Collected Poems
(New York: W.W. Norton,
2009), 341.

27

‘My inner mirror revealed
Him to me’, wrote Massignon
in ‘Visitation of the Stranger:
Response to an Inquiry about
God’ (1955). In Testimonies
and Reflections: Essays of
Louis Massignon, ed. and trans.
Herbert Mason (Notre Dame, IN:
University of Notre Dame Press,
1989), 41.

28

In Henri Corbin, Creative
Imagination in the Sufism
of Ibn ‘Arabi, trans. Ralph
Manheim (London: Routledge,
1969).

23

Sheryl Sandberg, Lean In:
Women, Work, and the Will to
Lead (New York: Knopf, 2013),
126. The COO of Facebook,
Sandberg was № 9 in Forbes’
List of The World’s 100 Most
Powerful Women for 2014.

24

James Madison, under the
pseudonym of Publius, arguing
for a constitution that would
establish a structure of checks
and balances. Excerpt from
‘The Federalist, № 51’ in
The New York Packet,
8 February 1788.

The French Orientalist scholar and Melkite priest Louis Massignon wrote to his pen-pal
Thomas Merton on New Year’s Eve, 1960: ‘My case is not to be imitated; I made a duel with our Lord…’.
Source: henryanedechaponay.free.fr
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It is better to listen than to speak.

O, dobry panie porządku, słuchać korzystniej jest niż mówić.

Besser als das Sprechen ist doch das Zuhören.

Your mind surely has a hundred wings, Highly Aged.
But how will I know when I see the angel?
What do they wear?

Dinlemek söylemekten daha iyidir, ey iyi nizam sahibi.

Mirror for Princesses
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‘Sleep well, my princess, more luminous than a thousand Pleiades.
Remember, this is the wisdom that will bring you glory. As a friend
once taught me,

Der, der Worte redet verliert seine Seele,
Der Hörende gedeiht, macht stark seinen Körper.

“A person approaches her perfect nature,
and becomes herself in the truest sense,
by acceding at times to the angel within
her – its flitting presence her only defence
against perfection’s petrifaction,
suggests Avicenna’s Celestial Ascent
(pun intended), as subtraction leads
her to more than she ever meant.”30

Mówca duszę swą zasmuca,
Ten co słucha, odpoczywa i ciało swe syci.

*

careers, turn to self-help
literature, knowing that the state
will not help them. But these
books don’t even have a clue as
to what the ‘self’ is. I thought
I could offer something better
than their impotent advice.
I selected my words carefully,
stringing them together like
pearls around the neck of an
empress. I found the English
language to be much like a
spotted doe. In the evenings,
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Shaggy or
Shaved

The Symbo lism of
Hair among Persia n
Qala nda r Sufis 1
Lloyd Ridgeon

30

Princess Ornament-On-World and Highly Aged retreated to their beds.
The whole realm was wrapped in a warm quilt of their splendour.
The sky stretched out in his kaftan of cobalt and sequins. The earth put
on her sleeping mask, the sun was off in a dream. Meanwhile, the moon
summoned her cavalry, the evening dew, and stationed it on top of
the flowers. Spurred by the whip of the wind, the fields of the kingdom
galloped as they stood.’*

I uttered this discourse in the
summer of 2014. It took me three
sleepless weeks to compose.
Taking breaks during the day,
I went on walks in the city,
allowing my blazing mind to
rove. Princesses passed me in the
streets, in pink tulle and tiaras,
waving inert plastic wands.
They ran ahead of their strollers.
But over what will they rule?
Their mothers, failing to balance
the needs of their families and

This line is from the Abbasid
poet Abdullah ibn al-Mu’tazz,
who ruled as caliph for one day
and one night. In Birds through
a Ceiling of Alabaster, ed. and
trans. G.B.H. Wightman and
A.Y. Al-Udhari (Baltimore:
Penguin Books, 1975), 89.
The image of the dew as
cavalry is also his.

Peter Cole, ‘The Perfect State’,
The Invention of Influence (New
York: New Directions, 2014), 88.

caught in the light of my desk
lamp, I drew her to me, though
from time to time she was skittish
and fled my grasp. I followed her
tracks. Now that I have finished
the piece, I present it to you as a
gift, rolled up, a small patterned
carpet with a bit of fringe. Here
I end. A cool breeze rustles my
skirt and dries the ink.

The Qalandars have usually been considered antinomian
Sufis, a view that may have been perpetuated by their
shocking appearance (the shaving of head hair, eyebrows,
moustache and beard), that is, the so-called four shaves,
chahār-ẓarb, which runs against the normative Islamic
tradition. This paper briefly highlights the significance
of hair in the Islamic tradition with reference to the
sacred sources (the Qur’ān Ḥadīth and biographies of
the Prophet). Subsequently the general Sufi perspective
on hair is considered, and then the study focuses on the
Qalandars. Following a brief investigation of the term, four
seemingly different Qalandar explanations for the origins
of the chahār-ẓarb are presented. Despite the apparent
dissimilarity in these emic sources, it is argued that they
hold significant parallels. An understanding of the contents
of these stories reveals the Qalandars to be located firmly
within a normative Sufi tradition; rather than having an
unbounded, intoxicated and antinomian lifestyle, these
stories suggest that the Qalandars were deeply attached to
Qur’ānic and Islamic referents, and wished to uphold an
ethic by which they were able to devote their focus to the
divine.
The believers of many of the major religious traditions
are frequently identified simply through the way their
hair has been groomed, cut, shaved, coloured or left
untouched. For example, the Jewish male often has
distinctive ringlets, the Hindu ascetic sports long matted
hair, the Christian monk boasts a tonsure, the Buddhist
monk is completely shaven, and the Sikh has his hair
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The speaker expends himself and grows weak,
while the listener is comfortable and grows fat.

O Highly Aged, “Night is about to throw meteors
at my blurred head”…29 I fear I must retire to bed.

Söz söyleyen canını üzer;
Dinleyense rahat eder, vücudunu semirtir.

Mirrors for Princes
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